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CHAPTER 01 

Who Is The Small 
Business Owner?

What are the special needs and concerns of your target 
demographic and how can you position yourself as a valuable 

resource for more than just tax returns.
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As a starting CPA you’re building your book of 
business and establishing what you hope will 
be long-term relationships with clients. As 
such, knowing what to red flags to alert your 
clients to, sharing resources, and knowing 
what the Small Business Owner wants from a 
CPA is crucial to your success.

Introduction
Here at Milikowsky Tax law, we work with 
hundreds of small business owners (SBOs) 
and partner with CPAs across the state of 
California and beyond to bring value to 
clients and resolution to tax law issues. In 
our surveys of small business owners we 
have found that overall, today’s SBOs feel 
that small businesses are more likely to be 
audited than larger corporations. One thing 
is certain, the awareness of (and desire to 
avoid) an audit is always in the back of the 
mind of the SBO.
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> Sharing resources with your clients 
is crucial to deepening the bonds and 
creating lasting connections in order 
to retain those clients year over 
year. Start by gathering information 
to compare their business to industry 
standards.
https://www.irs.gov/businesses/small-
businesses-self-employed/industries-
professions

> Share benchmarks for your clients’ 
business. Comparing their business’ 
performance to other businesses in 
their industry, and knowing how the 
IRS views correlative metrics is 
hugely valuable to the SBO.

Creating Value & Lasting 
Relationships
As a CPA, you may be operating under the assumption that IRS is auditing fewer 
companies. The actual statistics of audit metrics are a closely held secret by 
IRS. Whether it’s true or not, at Milikowsky Tax Law we’ve found, SBOs want 
more contact with their CPA and they want the CPA to initiate that contact. 
Realistically, the SBO will have daily/ weekly/ monthly contact with their 
bookkeeper and at most quarterly contact with you, the CPA. Here are some ways 
to bring value between the meetings with your clients:

> Creating a list of Red Flags for the 
SBO’s Bookkeeper to look out 
for. While many clients will push the 
envelope on “what we can get away 
with…” all SBOs want to know where 
the lines that cannot be crossed 
are. As the authority on IRS, you can 
set those boundaries for the financial 
team. 

https://www.irs.gov/businesses/small-businesses-self-employed/industries-professions
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Verify & Validate
“It is a personal nightmare to switch CPA's. MY CPA knows my 

business and my thinking.”

As a starting CPA and throughout your 

career, you will be continually learning 
and keeping on top of the ever evolving 
financial and tax picture. While part of 

your job is to help your client save as 
much as possible, the other element of 
your relationship with and responsibility 

to your client is to let them know how 
far they can push boundaries and what 
the consequences of flagging 

themselves for an audit might be. If 
given the choice between accuracy and 
paying less taxes, the SBO’s want 

accuracy.

Your responsibility is not just to file the 

return the client wants you to file but to 
verify that what you are asked to say is 
true. Verifying numbers is crucial to 

building long-term relationships and 
keeping clients in the clear.  Additionally, 
by digging deeper into the financials of 

your clients you may find that they 
themselves have missed opportunities for 
tax write-offs. As a CPA newly 

establishing yourself in the industry, it is 
important to help alleviate that feeling that 
something has been forgotten or missed.  

You can do that by being meticulous, 
reviewing financials and asking good 
questions. 
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The Differences 
Between Us
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Partnerships Make Us 
Stronger

At Milikowsky Tax Law we pride ourselves 
on being a value added benefit that CPAs 
can share with their clients. We partner 
with CPAs to resolve tax issues and help 
strengthen the CPA Business Owner 
relationship by reducing tax liability and 
returning the business owner to the CPA 
relationship having been well served in a 
time of stress. As you build relationships 
in your professional network, please reach 
out to John Milikowsky to see how our firm 
can support your relationship with your 
business clients facing IRS inquiries. 

Building and maintaining a strong 
relationship with a tax attorney who can 
support you in the event that a client 
does get audited by IRS brings value to 
your client and trust to that 
relationship. By partnering with a tax 
attorney, you let the client know that 
their financial health is your priority. The 
CPA should be more than just the tax 
preparer.  The CPA is a financial 
partner in the Small Business Owner’s 
arsenal of bookkeepers, financial 
planners, investment advisors, CFO 
and business attorneys. 
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CPAs and Tax Lawyers are natural partners.  Each brings 
needed expertise to their client relationship by bringing 
the other into a deal.  Businesses in Southern California 

will form time to time, need a qualified tax attorney to 
dispute IRS or EDD issues.  Let us be your resource in 

those moments of consequence. 

Call Any Time

https://www.caltaxadviser.com

858.450.1040

Let’s Meet

https://www.caltaxadviser.com/
tel:8584501040

